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the first clue was in the name itself. "carmel," just south of san francisco. zodiac was a native of the town of monterey, which is not far from carmel. in fact, carmel and monterey are separated by only a few miles of ocean. that proximity might have led the killer to the idea of using carmel as a reference to a particular location on the map -- perhaps the
reference to "mt. diablo" was a reference to mt. carmel, a mountain in monterey, or a specific location on the mountain. in any case, the name of the mountain is the source of the first clue. perhaps the second clue came from the fact that "carmel" has been mentioned several times in the zodiac killer's letters. in the first letter, he told the berkeley

police that he would "like to take my vacation at carmel-by-the-sea." the first letter also mentioned the "carmel pine cone festival," and the second letter mentioned carmel. the next clue may have come from the killer's reference to "the new tenant." the zodiac killer wrote, "the new tenant at 408 b st. will be moving out this week. the new tenant will be
the same sex as i am. they are not in the phone book yet. i'll try to find out their name." the new tenant was evidently a man named the same sex as the zodiac killer. the last clue came from the killer's reference to "poster of mine" in a later letter. the poster he refers to is a 1960s painting by artist robert williams, "horror in carmel." that would have

been an obvious clue to any person who knew the zodiac killer. the timing of the august 31, 1970 letter is significant as well. the berkeley police had just begun their investigation of the zodiac killer, and for the next several years, the zodiac and berkeley police would exchange several letters.
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